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About This Content

Thanos was out of action for quite some time, but when the Annihilation Wave triggered his return, he wore these subtle robes
instead of his classic suit.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core i3-4160 @ 3.60GHz
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DirectX: Version 11
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sure, why not
11,2\/13. Woah Dave is an single screen arcade game along the lines of the original Mario Bros. It is just Dave vs aliens. The
game randomly drops one of two things from the top of the screen. Either an egg or a skull 'block.' You can pick up either one
just by running into them and then throwing them with the throw button. There's a catch though. Both objects have timers.
When the skull block flashes, that means it'll explode soon. When the egg flashes, that means it will hatch. Both mean death for
Dave if he's holding either one.

You can throw the skull blocks into the eggs to smash them revealing a coin for you to collect. You can throw eggs into aliens to
defeat them and leave a coin. While you're combating these aliens, the bottom platform is melting away with lava. Once the
floor is gone, the lava slowly rises! If a green hatchling alien falls into the lava, it gets wooshed up to the top of the screen and
turns red. Making it a fast alien. When the red aliens hit the lava they get thrown back to the top of the screen again. Then they
are blue and can jump from platform to platform. If the blue aliens hit the lava again, they turn into Dave seeking eyeballs that
can float through platforms. In a way it feels like Super Crate Box, without the guns, extra levels or extra characters.

Every once in a while a POW block will drop from the sky. When you smash it against anything but lava, it destroys everything,
leaving a coin behind. What are these coins for? A high score of course! Its an arcade game! No points, just coins, which seems
like a wasted opportunity. If you get $1.50 in coins, you unlock the bonkers difficulty level. Once you gather a certain amount
of coins, the UFO will appear for you to defeat.

The controls are simple, jump and throw. The weird thing with this game is its gravity. It just feels like there is super gravity or
something odd with how fast things fall back down. It doesn't play as well as other 80s arcade games.

There are no phases, its just one long level. You're in it until you use up all 3 of your lives. The real downside to the game is
once you've played it for three lives, you've seen all there is to see. Except maybe the UFO. The level changes color, but there's
nothing to unlock like new classic arcade games. It feels one dimensional. Mario Bros had bonus levels and a variety of different
enemies instead of an evolution of one enemy.

If you can keep killing eggs as they spawn from the sky, it makes for a slow, tedious game. If you have a lot of enemies on
screen, then it can make for some frantic fun. Then cap it off with a POW block to clear them out and go back to spawn killing
them. There is only one song in Woah Dave, and its a great new wave sort of 80s clappy sort of beat.

There is a local two player mode where two of you on a single screen fight for to collect the most coins before time runs out.
There are online leader boards showing the top 10 globally and your friends. For such fierce competition, the scores are far
apart. Not just that, but some people have the 10,000 coin achievement, but no one on the global leader board to back it up.

I grew up in the arcade days where every three lives cost you a quarter, so the $5 seems about right. I can't imagine this fitting in
shoulder to shoulder with the old classics or even the new ones. It feels like a hastily made cash in that needs some depth and
extras. Also, for a game that tries so hard to pattern itself after arcade cabinet games, why do they recommend a 360 or PS
controller and not an arcade style joystick?. The map is so much better, thank goodness.

However, they added some unnecessary complexity. Runes to modify how a level plays out are now farmed and consumed,
reaking of something done for F2P games. Items and Item Transmuting was added, and while the items are neat, they are a mess
to put something coherent together with. Transmuting is nearly a complete waste as you don't really increase the quality of the
item by destroying 3 other items.

I'm not far enough into it to rule on too much else. Level design is more complex and there are a ton more enemies with new
abilities. All of that looks good.

I cannot help but think they put too much into developing this for tablets and app stores though. A few changes would make this
game as amazing as the first, but seeing as they are intrinsic to the "improvements" upon the first, I don't see any of that
happening.

I'd rate this a 3/5 so far. Definitely fun, but if you're looking for something more like the original, you're going to be at least a
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bit disappointed.. Honestly i dont think this game gets enoff credit for what it is. But its a blast once u lvl up a bit give it a shot..
One of the best game last days.
Cool to play with friends all day long!. The music is great.

The missing ME content issue was fixed after I contacted Degica on their website about it and they instructed me to verify files
on the local files window (tab found after right-clicking\/control-clicking RPG Maker MV on my library list and then looking at
the DLC on it from the options revealed).. DriftForce is incredibly simple yet surprisingly hard. It's just a lot of fun, almost
meditative somehow, and absolutely worth the 5 bucks!. super game jusst not enough missions. Don't waste your time, unless
you make a living reviewing broken games.
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Fun simple game, a few more features would be nice though. Such as maybe single use power ups you can purchase with coins
as, now that I have unlocked the crown, I am just collecting coins for nothing which feels a bit useless.
The jump is also a bit buggy/laggy for me at times causing me to die but overall the game is decent, good for a casual play.

edit: gonna change it to not reccomended until the jump lag is fixed because it's annoying and frustrating when you keep dying
because of it. The control is a joke. you need special software to play. you can figure it out but you should not have to. no
multiplayer which means the co op does not work either. maybe if you had a old 98-xp maxhine it might work but why bother.
xbox sell it cheaper and no issues .. Is not aike mineswaper , there is no mineswaper logic in it , all you do every turn is selecting
random tile and hope you will find the key to next floor. This game was amazing on ps3 back in the day. Sadly it can't run above
1080p I tried but 4k has ruined me this looks horrible. WHY HAVEN'T THEY MADE ANOTHER ONE YET!!

Sorry can't recommend it because it's just too old.. Works great on Linux! I just jumped back into this after a long long time. I
played back in the day on the PS1, and I had a great time. I had several problems as most people do on Windows 10, so I
decided to try installing it under Proton on Linux, and it works great! I think the cinematics aren't working correctly, but that
isn't a big deal to me, since Google. If you can pick it up on a sale for dirt cheap, I would recommend it, but do remember, IT IS
A 20 YEAR OLD GAME AT THIS POINT, it does not look super pretty. But it is fun, so it is worth it.. I'm having a YouTube
channel and now this Software is my main Cutting program.
It feels very easy but professional to use it.
It's a way faster than other programs and functionality is a way better than any other software like this.
What I most like is that 4k 60fps Rendering works a lot faster than Sony Vegas and that the biggest pro of all these functions.
I would recommend everyone who needs a professional Programm to use this!. so i've listened to the ost on youtube and i
thought it was good, so it turned out i still had money in my steam wallet, which made be buy it.

however, apparently the music isn't popping up in my library despite the fact that on the games section of the library it says i
have it.

still good music, i just find this kinda off. do i need the main amplified dlc to listen to it or am i missing something??

edit: welp turns out it was my old computer. i can listen to this without having to go on YT now! :D. Probably one of the most
addictive platform games I've played in my life. The maps are often frustratingly challenging and teeth grindingly finicky when
time trials are concerned. Its difficulty curve is somewhat fair, but towards the end of the tracks they seem almost impossible.
It's a truly satisfying feeling when you manage to pass a small part of the track you had been stuck on for a long time, and the
feeling you get when you finish a difficult track makes the whole process worthwhile.
The game has some of the best achievements I've ever tried to get. Ranging from simply finishing all tracks in a difficulty set
with no faults, to completing an entire level while holding the accelerator down... without faulting.

The game never feels unfair and often times failure feels like the fault of the driver and not the game.

10/10. Best Motocycle Platform Game I've ever played.. Uniball is the best game I have ever played! The game mechanics are
very simple and easy to learn, but it needs much time to really master the game. There are lots of different maps with different
game modes, which brings a broad variety to the game. Each player develops an individual play style, which prevents you from
getting bored. And as Uniball is 100% free, without any hidden costs, it is a must to download it (just a few MB) and try it out
for yourself!

10/10. Trackmania 2 Stadium brings us back into the Stadium environment of the Trackmania universe. The successor to
Nations Forever, this game features realistic graphics, updated sounds, music, new parts and a new campaign. The fun only
continues with this amazing game.

Do note, however, that downloading it from Steam is broken. Download the Maniaplanet launcher, run it, log in to sync with
your account, then go download and install the application from Nadeo's website instead. Downloads take a long time, but once
installed, it's certainly worth the wait.
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